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	Secrets of the iPod and iTunes Fifth Edition, 9780321304599 (0321304594), Peachpit Press, 2004
You tried to resist it, but the palm-size, cotton candycolored iPod Mini proved too alluring to live without! Knowing that you'll want to learn all of its secretsplus those of its big-sibling iPod and the newly updated iTunes 4.7 as welltrusted Mac teacher Christopher Breen has thoroughly updated his best-selling guide to the world's most popular digital music player. You'll learn the all-important basics of downloading, storing, and indexing your music plus all that's new in iTunes 4.7: the iMix feature, which lets you upload playlists to the iTunes Music Store (where other users can browse and even rate them); jewel-case printing; additional iTunes Music Store features (such as radio charts and a dedicated music video section); and more. You'll also find guidance for accessorizing and protecting your iPod and iPod Mini, tips for making the most of your storage capabilities, and troubleshooting advice for those moments when the diminutive device is uncooperative.
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Control Your Retirement Destiny: Achieving Financial Security before the Big TransitionApress, 2013

	This book is not about saving money. It’s about saving the right way. It’s about

	doing more with what you already have. And it’s about aligning your financial

	decisions toward a common goal; creating reliable life-long income.





	You’ll read stories about people just like you. You’ll see...

		

Oracle Database Administration: The Essential RefeO'Reilly, 1999

	
		Oracle database administration requires a vast amount of information and an ability to perform a myriad of tasks--from installation to tuning to network troubleshooting to overall daily administration. Oracle provides many tools for performing these tasks; the trick is knowing what tool is right for the job, what commands you need to...



		

COX-2 Blockade in Cancer Prevention and Therapy (Cancer Drug Discovery and Development)Humana Press, 2003

	The revelation that aspirin and aspirin-like compounds have notable antineoplastic properties has revolutionized cancer research. COX-2 Blockade in Cancer Prevention and Therapy chronicles the evidence and presents exciting new opportunities for the use of cyclooxygenase-2 (COX-2) blockade in the prevention and treatment of cancer. The text...





	

Global Health Diplomacy: Concepts, Issues, Actors, Instruments, Fora and CasesSpringer, 2012

	The world’s problems are indeed world problems: social and environmental crises, global trade and politics, and major epidemics are making public health a pressing global concern. From this constantly changing scenario, global health diplomacy has evolved, at the intersection of public health, international relations, law, economics,...


		

Prayers for Knowing GodHarvest House Publishers, 2021

	
		“As you get to know God through relational communication with Him, may He reveal Himself more fully to you and give you greater grace and peace each day.”

		—Dr. Tony Evans (stylize as signature)

		

		In times of crisis and change, knowing God is the only path to heart-deep stability...



		

Microsoft(R) Sams Teach Yourself SQL Server(TM) 2005 Express in 24 HoursSams Publishing, 2006
Written with clarity and a down-to-earth approach, Sams Teach Yourself SQL Server 2005 Express in 24 Hours covers the basics of Microsoft's latest version of SQL Server. Expert author Alison Balter takes you from basic concepts to an intermediate level in 24...
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